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**A quantum leap of understanding protein structure dynamics to function correlation by Single molecule studies and machine learning analysis**

Single molecule studies have revolutionized our understanding of biomolecular recognition and have provided direct evidence of the intricate correlation of conformational dynamics, spatial localization and functional output. smFRET and single particle tracking have become a mainstream technique for studying biomolecular structural dynamics and spatial localization. The inherently complex behavior of biological systems can vary drastically both in time and across systems, consequently imposing considerable analytical challenges.

We have developed tools based on machine learning for the rapid and automated analysis, processing and data classification of smFRET and single particle tracking data. Implementation of machine learning analysis allows for acceleration of data treatment by a few orders of magnitude without a priori knowledge of the systems while at the same time is free of potential cognitive biases. Based on this sophisticated analysis we have introduced the concept of Biased metabolism of metabolic enzymes, the mechanism of CRISPR-Cas12a and deciphered cell entry pathway of proteins and viruses.

**Relevant publications of my group**


**Everyone interested is very welcome to attend.**